Abstract. In this paper we introduce the notion of a strict local ring. A local Cohen-Macaulay ring (B, m) is called strict if, whenever a local ring (A, n) specializes by a regular sequence to B, then the associated graded ring gr"(/l) is Cohen-Macaulay. We show that an artinian graded algebra B is strict if for the graded cotangent module we have Tx ( 
The purpose of this paper is to extend results of J. Sally who showed that for a certain class of local Cohen-Macaulay rings (B, m) the graded ring grm(B) is again Cohen-Macaulay. A typical result of this type proved by J. Sally is the following [6] : Let (B, m) be a (/-dimensional local Cohen-Macaulay ring with multiplicity e and embedding dimension e -d + 1. Then grm(Ä) is Cohen-Macaulay. For the proof of the theorem one may assume that B/m is infinite. Then there exist elements x" . . ., xd E m such that m2 = 0 for the maximal ideal m of B = B/(xx, . . . , xd). Thus all local rings with fixed embedding dimension equal to e -d + 1 specalize to the same artinian local ring. Conversely all local rings (B, m) specializing to (B, m) with m2 = 0 have embedding dimension e + d -1 and hence have the property that grm(5) is Cohen-Macaulay.
It is thus natural to make the following definition: A local Cohen-Macaulay ring B is said to be strict if it has the following property: Given a local ring (A, n) and a regular .¿(-sequence x such that B ä A/(x)A, then gr"(^4) is Cohen-Macaulay.
Although we have formulated this definition in great generality we will restrict ourselves to studying only the most important case of strict artinian local rings. The nonartinian case is treated very similarly.
For technical reasons we consider only analytic rc-algebras A:[|A', . . . Xn\]/I, where k is an infinite field. This is for the questions under consideration not very restrictive, since one may always assume that the local ring is complete and has infinite residue class field.
In [3, Theorem 2] we considered already certain classes of strict artinian algebras. There we showed that B = k[\Xx . . . X"\]/I is strict, if 7 is generated by forms of degree 2 and no surjection 7/72 -» B exists. An artinian local ring (B, m) with «j2 = 0 is of this type.
properties of algebras specializing to B. Such algebras however are nonobstructed deformations of B. The tangent space of the deformation functor of B is given by T2(B/k, B), which is (I/I2)* = Homs(7/72, B) modulo homomorphisms, induced by derivations.
To be more precise, the partial derivatives give rise to homomorphisms 9,: I/I2 -» B, f mod 72 -» (df/BX,) mod 7.
Letting U be the submodule of (7/72)* generated by the a,., the Tx(B/k, B) = (I/12)*/ U. For more details see [4, 8] .
Observe that if 7 is a homogeneous ideal, then (I/I2)* has a natural grading: <b G (I/I2)* is called homogeneous if, for all homogeneous elements x G 7/72, <p(x) is again homogeneous and deg <p(x) -deg x is independent of x. In that case one defines deg (p = deg <p(x) -deg x.
In particular we have deg 3, = -1 for /' = 1, . . . , «. Therefore also Tx(B/k, B) has a natural grading if B is a graded algebra. If M is any graded fi-module, then Mv denotes its pth homogeneous part and HM(z) = 2,sz dim* Mpz" the Hilbert function of M.
Note that (7/72)* = T(B/k, B)v for v < -1.
We are now able to state the main result of the paper. For the proof we will use a result of [3] . In our special case it can be described as follows: Let B = k[\Xx . . . X"\]/I be a graded artinian algebra with 7 = These are easy facts on flat modules and can be found for instance in [1, §3] . Now let (/-,) be a homogeneous relation of (/,,.. . ,/"). Then deg r, + deg/ does not depend on i. We put d = deg r, + deg/.
We claim that for/» as in (**) we can find a lifting (R¡-py) of (a-,) of order/» such that deg Jtw = deg r, for i = 1, . . ., A. In fact, let (R,<p)) be any lifting of (#>) of order/». We proceed by induction and may assume that we have already degR?-» =degr,.. The following result, which provides a large class of strict algebras, was obtained by the author together with D. Eisenbud. It follows that ax,a2 are isomorphisms for p < -1, hence also Oq.
Thus for v < -1 we get HomB(7/72, B), = HomP(/, 5), = HomP(I, P)v = HomP(7, 7)" = 0.
Here we also used that grade 7 > 2. We give two examples: Proof. Obviously 72 E (Xx, . . . , X")2g. Since 2g = c + 2, the other inclusion follows from Corollary 1.
In order to state the following result we have to recall the notion of linkage studied by C. Peskine and L. Szpiro in [5] . The technique of linkage is a powerful tool to produce examples for whatever. Here we discuss only a special case of linkage.
Let B¡ = k[\Xx, . . ., Xn\]/Ij, i = 1, 2 be two artinian graded algebras. B2 is said to be linked to Bx with respect to a regular sequence / = /" . . . ,/, of forms if / E 7, n 72 and 72 = (/): 7,. In this case one also has 7, = (/): 72. Thus linkage is a symmetric relation. for v < -1.
Of course one could also consider the case where not all the/ in the linkage have the same degree. The proof for this more general case is the same, but obviously the resulting formulas will be even more technical.
Before proving the proposition we consider an explicit example. since Bx = k is strict. The example shows that for a strict algebra not necessarily all generators of the defining ideal must be of the same degree. Proof of Proposition 4. The proof uses essentially an idea due to R. O. Buchweitz communicated to the author (see [2] ). We write Bx = P/Ix, B2 = P/I2 and B = P/(f). Since KBi(-n(d -1)) ~ 7,/(/) we obtain the following exact sequence of graded P-modules:
Tensorizing this sequence with B2 over P we obtain the long exact sequence -* Tor2(5, B2) ^ Tor2 On the other hand HK (z) = HB (z~x). Finally (c) is a simple consequence of (b).
It would be interesting to describe all graded artinian algebras B for which Tx(B/k, B\ = 0 for v < -1. If for instance edim B = 2, then it is easy to see that Tx(B/k, B)p -0 for v < -I if and only if all defining relations are of the same degree and B is not a complete intersection.
It seems to be even more complicated to describe all strict algebras. Theorem 1 gives only a sufficient condition for an algebra to be strict. The easiest example is 
